Statistics for Social Sciences I
Test 2 (B)
Name: ________________________________________
Group: _________

Date: ______________

PROBLEM 1.

The following tables come from a 2010 YouGov survey carried out for the Daily
Telegraph about opinions on euthanasia and assisted suicide in the UK.

Note that in the second table, all of the columns are percentages and sum to 100%

a) Classify the type of the variable “belief on the law of assisted suicide” discussed in this
table as Qualitative or Quantitative and nominal, ordinal, discrete, continuous or mixed.
(To do this you should ignore the possible response “Don’t know”.)

(0.5 points)
b) If one of the people in the study is chosen at random, calculate the probability that they
come from London.

(0.5 points)
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c) Given that they are from London, what is the chance they believe that the law on
assisted suicide should be abolished altogether?

(0.5 points)
d) Assuming they believe that the law on assisted suicide should be abolished altogether,
calculate the probability they come from London.

(0.5 points)

e) Is there any relation between the region in which people come from and their beliefs
about whether the law on assisted suicide should be abolished? Comment with respect
to the table.

(1 point)
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PROBLEM 2.

The following graphic comes from the 3rd March 2014 edition of The Mail.

Assuming that income of voters in the different parties follows a normal distribution with mean as given
in the chart and standard deviation £2000:

a) What is the probability that a Liberal Democrat voter earns more than the average wage of a
Labour voter and less than the median wage of a Conservative voter?

(1 point)
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b) Calculate the probability that a Liberal Democrat voter earns exactly £28,730 per year.

(0.5 points)

c) In a sample of four UKIP voters, what is the probability that they all earn more than £25,410?

(0.75 points)
d) What are the expected total yearly earnings of two Conservative voters, three Labour voters,
two Liberal Democrat voters and three UKIP voters?

(0.75 points)
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PROBLEM 3.

The following headline and article come from the Guardian Newspaper of 27th April

2015.

Conservatives take three-point lead over Labour in
Guardian/ICM poll
Conservative support has edged up in the latest Guardian/ICM campaign poll, with David Cameron’s party
registering a three-point lead over Labour.
The Tories have advanced by one percentage point on the previous ICM survey a week ago, to 35%. Labour
stands still on 32%.
Ukip is up by two, on 13 points, which is its highest with ICM since last December, while the Liberal
Democrats drop back one, to 9%. The Greens are unchanged on 5%.

The telephone fieldwork took place from Friday to Sunday, a weekend in which the Tories have continued
to focus their campaign on warnings against “the coalition of chaos”, which they say would result if Labour
ended up being propped up in government by the Scottish National party.
To test how far such fears are cutting through, ICM added “fears of a smaller party holding the next
government to ransom” to a regular question it asks in which respondents are asked about “the single issue”
that will “concern you most when it comes to casting your vote”.
The NHS remains the top priority for voters, with 30% citing that as the most important election issue. That
is followed by “jobs, prices and wages” at 16% and immigration at 14%. However, for a non-trivial 5% of
all voters, fears about the price that smaller parties could extract in a hung parliament is now the election’s
defining question.
ICM Unlimited interviewed a random sample of 1,004 adults aged 18+ by telephone on 24-26 April 2015.
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a) Calculate a 95% confidence interval for the true proportion of voters who think that the NHS is
the most important election issue.

The sample proportion is 0.3 and the value from the normal distribution for a 95% interval is 1.96.
From the Excel output, the interval is 0.30 ± 0.028 = (0.272 0.328).
You can also do this from the formula. Use the formula for an interval for a proportion and not a
mean here.

(1 point)
b) Is there any evidence (at a 5% significance level) that this proportion is different to 25%?
Explain briefly your response.

Here you could do a formal., two tailed hypothesis test:
p = true proportion of voters who think the NHS is the most important issue.
H0: p = 0.25
H1: p ≠ 0.25
…

However, you have already done a 95% confidence interval and the value 0.25 is outside this
interval. Therefore, you can conclude that because of the relation between confidence intervals
and two sided hypothesis tests (where confidence and significance sum to 100%), you will reject
H0, because 0.25 lies outside the 95% interval and therefore there is evidence that the proportion
of voters who think the NHS is the most important issue is not equal to 25%.

(1 point)
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c) In the previous elections, the Labour party received 29% of the vote. Is there any evidence (at
a 5% significance level) that their vote percentage this time will be higher?

(2 points)
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Excel output
Outputs for problem 2
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Outputs for problem 3
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Normal distribution tables
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Chuletario
Tests for the mean, , of a normal distribution with standard deviation and
significance level .
H0

H1

 = 0

 < 0

 = 0

 > 0

 = 0

 ≠ 0

Rejection region

95% confidence interval for the mean, , of a normal distribution with standard
deviation .
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Tests for a proportion, p, with significance level .
H0

H1

p = p0

p < p0

p = p0

p > p0

p = p0

p ≠ p0

Rejection region

95% confidence interval for a proportion, p
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Space for calculations
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